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In this paper, we propose a new and accurate technique for uncertainty analysis and uncertainty
visualization based on fiber orientation distribution function (ODF) glyphs, associated with high
angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI). Our visualization applies volume rendering
techniques to an ensemble of 3D ODF glyphs, which we call SIP functions of diffusion shapes, to
capture their variability due to underlying uncertainty. This rendering elucidates the complex
heteroscedastic structural variation in these shapes. Furthermore, we quantify the extent of this
variation by measuring the fraction of the volume of these shapes, which is consistent across all
noise levels, the certain volume ratio. Our uncertainty analysis and visualization framework is
then applied to synthetic data, as well as to HARDI human-brain data, to study the impact of
various image acquisition parameters and background noise levels on the diffusion shapes.
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1 Introduction
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Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance (DW-MR) is an imaging technique that enables one
to measure diffusion priorities of water molecules in a fibrous tissue [3]. It is primarily used
to reveal the white-matter fibers structure of the brain, as well as structures of muscle fibers.
Under the assumption of a Gaussian diffusion, the connection between the acquired DW
signal and the diffusion rate is described by the Stejskal-Tanner equation:
(1)

where S(g, b) measures the signal decay in a direction g due to the application of a magnetic
field gradient, and S0 is the non-weighted diffusion signal (the signal measured in the
presence of a constant magnetic field). Given a vector S of measurements in n gradient
directions, an optimization problem is solved for D(g), the diffusivity function. This problem
is solved for each brain voxel where D(g) describes the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC)
in direction g. The parameter b, which we denote here as the sensing parameter, is
determined by the physical properties of the measurement (e.g., magnetic field strength,
pulse duration).
In diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI), the diffusivity function is represented by a symmetric
positive-definite second-order tensor known as the diffusion tensor (DT). Diffusion tensors
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can only model one dominant diffusion direction per voxel, and thus, are incapable of
describing complex fiber structures. To overcome this limitation, new imaging techniques,
which are known as high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI), have emerged.
There are various image reconstruction techniques associated with HARDI (e.g., [49, 46,
11]). In most of these reconstruction techniques an orientation distribution function (ODF) is
used to describe the diffusion profile. Unlike a DT, an ODF can have multiple maxima, thus,
it can capture complex fiber structures such as crossing fibers.
The estimation accuracy of an ODF (or a DT) is influenced by a number of parameters such
as the b-value, number of gradient directions and signal-to-noise ratio. These different
parameters introduce a level of uncertainty to the estimated diffusion profiles, and hence,
uncertainty analysis and visualization become crucial to obtaining a better understanding of
the fiber structure.
Over the last decade, various works have been devoted to the uncertainty study in the DTI
model (e.g., [35, 27, 53]). However, only a handful of papers study the uncertainty in the
ODFs associated with the HARDI model [8, 12, 55, 15, 42, 46].
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An ODF in DW-MR is often presented as a symmetric spherical glyph that provides
information on the three-dimensional diffusion profile within a brain voxel. We refer to
these glyphs and their many variants [31, 21] as diffusion shapes since they provide a
tangible shape-based representation of the dominant diffusion directions. The distance from
the origin to the boundary of the diffusion shape is typically defined as being proportional to
the value of the ODF in that direction; we use this definition. While an ODF is a function
that assigns a scalar value to each point in S2, a diffusion shape assigns either 0 or 1 to each
point in ℝ3, where a point inside the diffusion shape is assigned 1, and a point outside is
assigned 0. This binary representation is crucial in our ensemble structure. However,
diffusion shapes alone do not provide any information on ODF variabilities due to
uncertainty caused by the different parameters. The main contribution of this paper is an
uncertainty analysis and visualization tool based on ensembles of diffusion shapes.
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Our approach to analyze ensembles follows the framework of Löffler and Phillips [34] to
construct a shape inclusion probability function (or SIP function), applied here to diffusion
shapes. That is, we construct a function on a three-dimensional domain where each point
indicates the probability of inclusion in the diffusion shape. When there is no uncertainty in
the data, this function is again binary where the values 1 or 0 indicate whether a point
belongs to the diffusion shape, or not, respectively. However, in real scenarios, the
uncertainty results in a region of points that take SIP values in the range [0, 1]. Studying and
visualizing this heterogeneous region provides insight into the effects of different parameters
describing the underlying uncertainty. We focus on one, we believe, particularly effective
visualization of this SIP function. It is rendered using a 1D transfer function, which results
in a 3D multiple iso-level visualization that approximates the inclusion probability at several
levels simultaneously.
Following the approach of Löffler and Phillips to construct the SIP function, we first
instantiate a number (1000) of DW-MR data sets drawn from the probability distribution
modeling the uncertainty. For each instantiation we construct the diffusion shape, and at
each voxel we report the fraction of diffusion shapes which include that point. This provides
a sample estimate, but accompanying analysis provides accuracy bounds that depend only
on the number of samples and complexity of the shapes, indicating that a large enough
sample (such as 1000) is sufficient to accurately visualize the SIP for the diffusion shape.
This entire approach produces a quantifiable visualization where the key structure is clearly
presented and the underlying data values can be accurately recovered.
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The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give an overview of the related work. In
Section 3 we present the method to construct a SIP function from an ensemble of estimated
diffusion shapes. Section 4 describes how the data is generated in the synthetic and real case.
Results are presented in Section 5 where we employ this technique to study the impact of the
background noise (Rice distributed) and b-value on the uncertainty in diffusion modeling.
Finally, concluding remarks are drawn in Section 6.

2 Related Work
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Several approaches for analyzing the uncertainty inherent in Diffusion Tensor Imaging
(DTI) have been proposed. One approach studies the uncertainty in diffusion anisotropy
measures derived from the components of the tensor [3], such as the FA (Fractional
Anisotropy), RA (Rational Anisotropy), and principal diffusion directions [35, 27, 29, 33,
52, 9]. Often bootstrapping methods are employed to simulate the distribution governing the
random noise on real data sets. A different approach studies DTI (and HARDI) data sets,
where several measurements in multiple imaging directions are available. These multiple
readings allow one to construct a distribution of possible values, and an estimation of noise
related to the choice of b value [13, 46, 12, 17, 38], the registration [41, 23], the model
fitting [1, 39, 30, 51, 24], the maximum finding, decomposition, or enhancement [25, 43, 22,
38, 42], or the fiber tracking algorithms [18, 10, 14, 36, 54, 26, 12].
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Most of the uncertainty analysis and visualization focuses on the eigenvector directional
uncertainty caused by the background noise [27, 19, 7] or the choice of a b value [12]. Only
a few studies [55, 4, 1, 15, 53] address the uncertainty of the diffusion shape, which can
describe complex white-matter structures. Schwartzman [45] provides a simplified
representation for diffusion tensors as ellipsoids and presents a 2D-quantile visualization
along restricted slices. PCA analysis was also employed to perform the uncertainty analysis
in 2nd order tensor field [53] and Q-ball imaging [15]. Recently, Zhan et al. [55] studied the
influence of the number of diffusion weighted directions on the diffusion shape and the
resulting parameters. They showed that as the number of sensing directions increased, the
signal to noise ratio also increased when measured with respect to fractional anisotropy
(FA), rational anisotropy (RA), geodesic anisotropy (GA) and hyperbolic tangent of
geodesic anisotropy (tGA) for an ROI in corpus callosum. They also showed that the
diffusion shape converges toward the ground truth shape when the number of sensing
directions is increased. However, they did not study or visualize the more nuanced structural
uncertainty with respect to the sensing parameter b, nor with respect to the parameters
governing the true diffusion shape such as the angle between the dominant diffusion
directions and the corresponding weights. Also, Tournier et.al. [46] visualize uncertainties of
the ODFs using semitransparent glyphs; but are only able to represent the mean and standard
deviation of variation in diffusion shapes. This lacks the ability to capture the full fiber
orientation variabilities described by a large set of noise realizations. Therefore, a better
understanding about uncertainty analysis and visualization in HARDI is needed.

3 Methods
We propose a general method that can be applied to visualize uncertainty in ODFs
associated with various sources of data. In this paper, we demonstrate our proposed method
on ensembles of diffusion shapes derived from ODFs that are estimated from DW-MR data
sets. First, we revisit how to determine ODFs. Our framework is agnostic to which technique
is used, but we describe the specific variant that our visualization is built on. Second, we
discuss our proposed method to construct the SIP functions to visualize the uncertainty
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represented by a large sample estimate of the diffusion shapes according to the uncertainty
in the data due to noise.
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3.1 The Diffusion Shape Estimation Technique
Classical DTI constructs a diffusion tensor representing the major diffusion directions by
solving the best fit (second-order) tensor in (1) using a least-squares approach. A single
diffusion tensor is associated with a second-order homogeneous polynomial which is
incapable of describing complex diffusion patterns, such as crossing fibers. In HARDI,
however, the estimation process results in an ODF that is associated with an even-order
homogeneous polynomial of a higher order. Unlike classical DT, an ODF has more degrees
of freedom and, hence, can represent 2 or more crossing fibers simultaneously and their
corresponding weights (e.g., [49, 46, 11]).
Although our framework is applicable to ODFs associated with polynomials of any order,
we focus here on fourth-order polynomials as they provide adequate trade-off between
angular resolution and over-fitting due to noise [44]. The diffusivity function is
(2)
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where cab are the tensor coefficients and each vector g = [g1,g2,g3] denotes a measurement
direction. Figure 2 shows an example of different noise realizations of fourth-order diffusion
shapes reconstructed from synthetically generated dataset that simulates two crossing fibers
at 60 degrees at a b-value of 2000 and an SNR of 10. The diversity of the reconstructed
shapes illustrates variation of diffusion patterns under noise due to modest SNR values, and
motivates the study of visualization of this inherent uncertainty.
There are various HARDI techniques to estimate ODFs (e.g., [46, 11, 49, 25]), and all are
applicable within our framework. We choose the recent HARDI variant based on spherical
deconvolution to perform all further experiments because it enables one to extract easily the
diffusion information (e.g., [47, 25, 51]). These approaches ensure that the ODF is a positive
definite entity. Following [25], we solve a minimization problem of the form
(3)
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subject to a set of constraints that guarantees the positivedefiniteness of the ODF in m
reconstruction directions. The optimization problem is solved for the coefficients of the
homogeneous polynomial, cab, described in (2). The coefficients are estimated for a given
set of diffusion-weighted measurements, S, and a convolution kernel, K. For a fourth-order
polynomial we estimate a set of 15 coefficients that describe it uniquely. Once the
coefficients have been estimated, the associated diffusion shape is reconstructed according
to (2). Importantly, the restriction that the ODF is described by 15 parameters prevents overfitting, and will be relevant in the forthcoming accuracy analysis.
3.2 Diffusion Shape as a 3D Volume
To better understand how the diffusion shape varies with respect to the different acquisition
parameters and background noise, we propose to change the widely used (single) triangular
mesh visualization of diffusion shapes [2] (many instances are shown in Figure 2) to a
probabilistic 3D volume, where volume rendering and isosurfacing techniques can be used
to visualize these variations. Figure 1 shows the volume rendering of two tensors with four
approximate iso-levels of the SIP function (defining 5 layers), indicating the probability
IEEE Pac Vis Symp. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 January 22.
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(governed by uncertainty) that a diffusion shape occupies that part of the volume.
Boundaries between layers demarcate the approximate iso-levels at the 25% quantile (inside
grey region, outside dark grey region), the 50% quantile (inside dark grey region, outside
green region), the 75% quantile (inside green region, outside blue region), and the 95%
quantile (outside yellow region, inside blue region). That is, all points in the yellow region
are included in the diffusion shape with probability at least 0.95 and represent the certain
part of the diffusion shape.
The diffusion shape is centered in a 200 × 200 × 200 cube and normalized so the furthest
point is at the boundary of the cube. This is justified by the fact that the outcome of the
spherical deconvolution is a fiber-ODF, which only provides relative measurements of fiber
orientations; hence, the scale is insignificant. The SIP function is evaluated at the center of
each voxel. Its value is based on diffusion shapes estimated from 1000 different noise
realizations of the raw data (as described in Section 4). Specifically, the SIP measures the
fraction of diffusion shapes, each constructed using (2) from an instantiated data set, that
contains the voxel center.
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As the SIP function is calculated via a random process, it is subject to some error itself, but
this process is unbiased and the error can be quantified [34]. In particular, via Theorem 4 in
[34], the worst case error of a SIP function at any voxel is inversely proportional to the
square root of the number of random instantiations m, and proportional to the square root of
the complexity of the diffusion shape ν (i.e. the VC-dimension [50] dual to the shape, called
ν′ within proof of Theorem 4[34], which can be bounded by the largest degree of a
polynomial describing a shape). Specifically, the maximum error ε of the SIP function over
all voxels is approximately

with probability 1–δ.

Thus, in our case, with δ = .01, m = 1000, and ν = 15, then on 99% of all simulations the
maximum error for any voxel is at most 10%. Most voxels will have much less error. We
can interpret this as being able to reliably distinguish between iso-levels about every 10%
(i.e. > 90%, > 80%, > 70%, …, > 10%).
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However, our visualization only chooses to highlight four different iso-levels (25%, 50%,
75%, 95%) and 5 probability regions (< 25%, 25%–50%, 50%–75%, 75%–95%, > 95%)
because of the challenge of rendering a larger number of layers in 3D in an effective way.
We use an analogous color map [40]. We choose one dominant color (we found a bright
yellow visually appealing) to highlight the certain, innermost region. And then the
subsequent, intermediate layers were shown as blues and greens which are adjacent on the
color wheel. Neutral grays were chosen to represent the outermost layers with most
uncertainty.
By decreasing the opacity of the outer layers, we are able to easily recognize all 5 regions on
the 3D image, even through the outer layers completely occlude the inner layers. We found
using more than 5 regions detracted from the visual aesthetics of the images without adding
significant additional information. Most analogous colormaps derived to distinguish several
iso-levels (for instance as provided by colorbrewer : colorbrewer2.org) contrast alternating
levels by varying brightness. However, when using these colormaps in our 3D visualizer, we
view the inner layers through the decreased-opacity outer layers; this combines these outer
layers and muddles the view of the inner layers. As seen in Figure 3 which shows alternate
color maps with between 4 and 8 layers, each layer is recognizable (on close inspection), but
they appear increasingly drab as the number of layers increase, despite vibrant color maps.
This choice of only 4 iso-levels (and 5 regions) can be used to reinterpret the analysis in two
ways. Either we can say with 1000 samples we achieve 25% accuracy on the SIP function
IEEE Pac Vis Symp. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 January 22.
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with probability greater than 1−1/1010. Or we reach 10% accuracy, meaning each iso-level
visualized (say the .5 iso-level) represents the true value with error at most 10% (its value is
between .4 and .6) in the entire SIP function with probability greater than 0.99.
The visualization technique that we propose here is applicable to various diffusion shape
representations, reconstructed from DTI or HARDI data. Figure 4 illustrates our technique
for computing SIP glyphs when using several different algorithms to generate the base
diffusion shape, including classic DTI [37, 32], super quadratics [31] and fourth-order
homogeneous polynomial [25] (as a representative visualization of any ODF-based HARDI
techniques such as Qball [49]). As expected, the two techniques based on classical DTI (left
two) fail to represent the two crossing fibers. Also, they exhibit more ambiguous uncertainty
(note the larger, more uniform light grey region), presumably as the DTI technique is unable
to consistently fit a single dominant direction on two crossing fiber directions. Hence, we
focus here on the HARDI approaches.

4 Synthetic and Human Brain Data
We apply our method to synthetic and real, in-vivo, human brain DW data.
4.1 Synthetic Data Design
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In the synthetic data setting two crossing fibers are simulated according to the multicompartment model [48]
(4)

For both tensors we assume a prolate tensor model with eigenvalues λ1 =1.9 · 10−4mm2/s, λ2
= λ3 = 1 · 1.0−5mm2/s and b-values varying from 1000 s/mm2 to 8000 s/mm2 in 1000 s/mm2
intervals. The principal eigenvectors of the tensors were chosen to simulate crossing fibers
at angles of 30, 60, and 90 degrees. To test the influence of the fiber weights data sets are
generated with fibers weight equally or at ratio 0.7 : 0.3. The signal was simulated using 64
gradient directions. The clean data sets S(gi,b) were corrupted by Rician distributed noise to
create six levels of noisy data sets with SNR01: 50, 40, 30, 20, 10 and 5.
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For each noise level the process was repeated 1000 times. In each repetition, for each set of
parameters (i.e., noise level, b-value, crossing angle and weight) a diffusion shape was
estimated according to the method described in Section 3.1. Then, the 1000 different
instantiated diffusion shape samples are used to construct the SIP function as described in
Section 3.2. See Figure 5.
4.2 The Data Acquisition and Random Effects Simulation of Human Brain
The human brain data was acquired on a 3 Tesla Siemens Tim Trio scanner with a singleshot spin-echo EPI sequence with a resolution of 2 × 2 × 2mm3. One B0 image and 64
diffusion weighted images, with image resolution of 106 × 106 × 76, were acquired. To test
the effects of the b-value, three different b-values were used to acquire the data: 1000, 2000
and 3000 s/mm2. Then, eddy current correction and mutual information based affine
registration was applied.
There are two predominant approaches to simulate noise in real data sets for DW-MR:
directly adding Rician noise, and wild bootstrapping. Both techniques start by first solving

1SNR = S /σ, where σ in the noise standard deviation.
0
0
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for a single ODF or DT. For each sensing direction gi let Si = S(gi) be the sensed value. Let
S = {S1, …, Sn} be this data set and D̂ be the estimated ODF according to the method
discussed in Section 3. Then, for each direction gi, we compute Ŝ(gi) as a function of D̂
using (3). The residual is given by ri = Ŝ(gi)−Si.
The technique of adding Rician noise estimates the standard deviation σ of a complex
Gaussian using the ri values. It instantiates uncertain data sets Sj = {S1,j, S2, j, …, Sn, j} from
the perceived noise levels. To replicate each sensed value it sets Si, j = Ŝ(gi) ⊕ R(σ), where ⊕
R(σ) signifies the perturbation of S(gi) by Rician noise with standard deviation of σ. It has
been observed that the noise in these DTI measurements closely follows a Rice distribution
[16], so this technique has been accepted as a realistic way of simulating noise [5].
Wild bootstrapping [9, 28] makes an effort to preserve the heteroscedasticity of the noise
(that is, certain areas have larger noise distributions than others). But, as consequence,
sacrifices the strict adherence to the Rice noise model. Again starting from each Ŝ(gi) we
instantiate a data set from the noise as Sj = {S1,j, S2, j, …, Sn, j}. We then set Si, j = Ŝ(gi)±ri,
where the choice of adding or subtracting the residual is chosen independently at random for
each simulated measurement and instantiated data set (i.e. each j and i).
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A third approach estimates the posterior probability density functions of the model
parameters under certain noise models [6].
To simulate noise on real data, any of these conventional methods could be used. They
would be repeated 1000 times (i.e. for j = 1, …, 1000), to instantiate 1000 data sets
representing the distribution of possible data sets as prescribed by the residual noise in the
sensed data. In our experiments we choose to follow the wild bootstrapping method since we
believe it will highlight our algorithm’s ability to visualize complicated heteroscedastic
noise.

5 Results
5.1 Uncertainty in diffusion shapes generated from synthetic data
Using synthetic data, we demonstrate the usefulness of our diffusion uncertainty
visualization by comparing other approaches, and show variation of SIPs of diffusion shapes
for varying parameters.
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Comparison to alternate visualizations—The most standard visualization of an ODF
is hiding the uncertainty and showing the one best-fit diffusion shape. Not only does this not
illustrate the uncertainty, but it gives the illusion that there is no uncertainty, which as
demonstrated by other figures is a dangerous assumption.
Another approach is to treat each uncertain shape in the ensemble of uncertain shapes as a
vector of data elements. Each element is represented as either each discrete diffusion
direction, or as each voxel’s binary value determined by inclusion in the diffusion shape.
Then, given a set of 1000 diffusion shapes, we have a matrix of data, with each diffusion
shape vector as one column. We can run PCA on this matrix and determine the most
dominant modes of variation. From the visualization perspective, there are two clear
disadvantages of this approach. First, it is difficult to visualize more than one principal
component in a single glyph. The typical approach is to show the variation along the top
several principal components in separate visuals of the same object, but in the context of
diffusion shapes this is not an option since there are typically a collection of them (see for
instance Figure 10). Additionally, displaying the variation along the top component is
usually done by overlaying two (or more) images offsetting the mean shape D̂ by 2 standard
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deviations in positive and negative direction of variation. These generated shapes may not
actually be physically releasable configurations. For instance, if all of the variation comes
from two modes, one standard deviation from the mean shape in each direction, then no
configuration ever reaches two standard deviations away. Second, the first few principal
components (let alone the top one) does not capture all of the complex variations of the
diffusion shapes. Figure 6 shows the cumulative variation explained by the top k = {1,2,
…,} principal components. Only about 55% of the variation is shown by the top component,
and it takes approximately six components to explain 90% of the variation. Intuitively, since
the diffusion shape is described by ν = 15 parameters, it is reasonable to expect 15 different
components to capture the main sources of the variation. This partially agrees with one of
the findings in [15], which reflects the complexity of the meaning of the first several major
principal axises.
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A third attempt at visualizing the diffusion uncertainty on a single glyph is to choose a
single representative diffusion shape and use a color map to annotate the amount of
uncertainty along each direction. A variation of this paradigm is present in the thesis of
Hlawitschka [20]. This approach does not have any dramatic shortcomings, and we produce
a variant of our own. We measure the variability of the diffusion shape between the 50% and
95% isolevels of the ensemble of diffusion shapes and display this using a colormap on the
50% iso-level. This leaves the glyph a bit less cluttered, and provides a sense of how stable
the 50% iso-level is with respect to the 95% iso-level. However, this approach (as well as
other variants) fail to capture how the uncertainty changes (and robustness of iso-levels
change) among all iso-levels. Just showing the standard deviation, or any local variability,
does not capture the full distribution of variation in the same way our visualization does.
To compare these glyphs, we present them on the same data set in Figure 7. This simulates
two crossing fibers at 60°, with relative weights of 30%, 70% using b-value of 3000 and
SNR of 20. Much more nuanced and heteroscedastic uncertainty is presented in our
visualization using a SIP function of diffusion shapes on far right.
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Variation in parameters—To document the inferences available from the use of SIP
functions of diffusion shapes, we show a variety of glyphs generated by varying the
parameters to the synthetic data. We show either two crossing fibers at angles of either 30,
60, or 90 degrees, and with relative weights of either 50% and 50%, or of 30% and 70%. We
then vary the manner in which the data is gathered by letting the b-value be from {1000,
2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 8000}, and the SNR be from {5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50};
see Figure 5. For visualization and comparison purposes the uncertain diffusion shapes have
been individually normalized so they are all approximately the same size. Figure 1 shows
two enlarged SIP functions for diffusion shapes.
Immediately two possible conclusions could be drawn from this data, although further study
should be performed before making any definitive claims. First, as the b-value increases, the
variability and hence uncertainty increases and then decreases. It could be inferred that the
best b-value to minimize uncertainty is around 2000 or 3000; or any value in that range.
Second, as expected, as the SNR increases, the uncertainty decreases. Interestingly, not
much is gained as the SNR goes above 40 (or even above 30 in some cases). This might
suggests that DWimages with an SNR of 40 are sufficient for successful HARDI analysis
and visualization.
A more quantitative way to analyze the amount of uncertainty in the diffusion, based on the
variation of input parameters, is to use a measure we call the certain volume ratio, which
computes the ratio of the volume of the region within the 95% iso-level (the certain volume)
to the area inside the 50% iso-level (a representation of the typical volume). Both parts of
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the ratio are robust and thus not sensitive to outliers in the generation of the diffusion
shapes. The larger the ratio, the closer the 50% iso-level is to the 95% iso-level, indicating
that most shapes are all very similar. Figures 8 and Figure 9 plot certain volume ratio as a
function of b-value and SNR, respectively, and support our visual observations about the bvalue and SNR. The certain volume ratio is plotted for the glyphs corresponding to those
highlighted in Figure 5.
5.2 Uncertainty in diffusion shapes generated from human brain data
The human brain data was acquired using the parameters provided in Section 4.2. The SNR0
values of the b = 1000, 2000 and 3000 s/mm2 acquisitions, were estimated as 21.06, 19.76,
and 19.48, respectively. These estimates were derived from the mean intensity of five
different regions of interest (ROI) in the white matter and grey matter regions, divided by
the variance of the pure background intensity of the S0 image, one ROI is shown in Figure
10. For the spherical deconvolution we have used the single fiber response kernel (e.g.,
[51]), where the kernel parameter was estimated from the data to compensate for the
different b-values, as described in [47].
Both single triangular mesh diffusion shapes as well as the the SIP functions of diffusion
shapes are shown. The extent of the uncertainty is shown clearly in the latter.
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Our analysis based on the certain volume ratio (as shown in Figure 9) recommends a b-value
of 2000. By visual inspection of the uncertain shapes in Figure 10, the data sensed with bvalue 2000 seems to have the least uncertainty; a b-value of 1000 also seems adequate. Note
that the regions with b = 3000 have been scaled small since the gray region with low
probability is noticeably larger. This is supported by the certain volume ratios of 0.343,
0.367, and 0.283 for b-values of 1000, 2000, and 3000, respectively. Thus, our guidelines
recommending b-value of about 2000 s/mm2 for this noise level were observed to be useful.
Also notice the variability of the single best fit diffusion shape on the top of Figure 10 as the
b-value changes. These, in principle, should represent the same diffusion functions, but due
to real sensing errors, they have non-trivial variance. Our presented SIP functions of
diffusion shapes below faithfully represent a realistic amount of uncertainty, preventing a
user from drawing too strong a conclusion about the true diffusion patterns from this data.

6 Conclusions
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Representing uncertainty in ODFs is a real and important challenge. In this work, we
provide a general and elegant technique to visualize and quantify uncertainty in DW
imaging. The key object of our technique is a SIP function generated from a large number of
diffusion shapes, associated with different noise realizations of a given DW data. The SIP
function is constructed by transforming a 3D ODF to a general volume rendering problem
using a 1D transfer function to generate 5 layers separated by approximate iso-levels. We
found that the SIP function provides a simple, clear and informative way to study
uncertainty, especially in comparison with other techniques.
As future work we plan to elaborate this technique by using 3D glyphs that combine both
diffusion profile information, as well as the fiber orientations and weights, accompanied by
appropriate quantification measures. We hope to increase the admittedly slow construction
time using a GPU, and plan to incorporate into an interactive visualization system. We hope
this will help to understand better the impact of the different acquisition parameters, and
consequently, to design successful HARDI acquisition protocols.
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Figure 1.

Visualization of the uncertainty in two diffusion shapes. (a) Two fibers crossing at 60
degrees with relative weight of 0.6:0.4 and SNR of 10. (b) Two fibers crossing at 90 degrees
with equal weight and SNR of 20 (with much less uncertainty).
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Figure 2.
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25 noisy diffusion shapes at the crossing of two fibers at 60° and relative weights 0.7 : 0.3.
The SNR is 10 and b-value is 2000 s/mm2. The original, noiseless diffusion shape is shown
below.
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Figure 3.

SIP function of diffusion shapes with b = 1000 and SNR of 5 illustrated with colormaps
highlighting 4 (upper left), 5 (upper right), 6 (lower left), or 8 (lower right) layers.
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Figure 4.

SIP functions for different ODF representations: Left to right: ellipsoids (DTI), super
quadratic (DTI), fourth-order homogeneous polynomial (HARDI). All use the same data
with SNR of 20, b-value = 3000, two crossing fibers at 75° and relative weights 0.6 : 0.4.
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Figure 5.

SIP functions of diffusion shapes for two fibers crossing at 30 (left), 60 (middle), and 90
(right) degrees. In (a), (b), and (c) the fibers have equal weight, and in (d), (e), and (f) they
have relative weights of 0.7 and 0.3. Six levels of noise (SNR = {5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50} from
right to left) each with 8 different b-values (= {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} × 1000s/mm2 from top
to bottom) were used in each subfigure.
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Figure 6.
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Distribution of cumulative variation explained by up to the first 10 principal components for
cases shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 7.

Different visualizations of diffusion uncertainty in a single glyph. Left to right: the single
best-fit diffusion shape; two-standard deviation of top principal component in either
direction superimposed; local variation color-mapped onto the 50% iso-level of diffusion
shape; and SIP function of diffusion shapes with iso-levels at 25%, 50%, 75%, and 95%.
The colormap for the left two images signifies ODF values, not uncertainty.
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Figure 8.

Plots of certain volume ratio as a function of b-value (top) and SNR (bottom). All
experiments on synthetic example of two fibers crossing at 60° with equal relative weights
and an SNR of 10 (top) or b-value of 3000 (bottom).
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Figure 9.

The certain volume ratio for two fiber crossing at 30 (left hand side), 60 (middle), and 90
(right hand side) degrees. Two groups of fiber weights are shown: 0.5 and 0.5 (top row) and
0.7 and 0.3 (bottom row). Six levels of noise with the SNR0 of 50,40,30,20,10, and 5 were
applied.
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Figure 10.

Left: 7 by 4 region of interest from the white matter. Right three columns: human data with
a b-value of 1000, 2000, and 3000 s/mm2. Each column shows 28 diffusion shapes as a
single triangular mesh (top) and a SIP function using 1000 instantiations of each diffusion
shape.
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